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Cell : is the basic structural and 
functional unit of living organisms. 
In the other words, cells make up living 
things & carry out activities 
that keep  a living thing alive.
*There are two main types of cells 
according to the complexity  of cell 
structure (Eukaryotic& Prokaryotic), 
but according to the complexity  of 
body structure or body arganization
(Unicellular & Multicellular)
These different types of cells are 
different in :
1.Size & shape
2.Structure
3.Organelles

•-4.Complexity

Cell Structure and Functions



Under observation of microscope you can find three 
types of cells:

Eukaryotic Prokaryotic

Bacteria cellPlant cellAnimal cell











The Structure And Function Of Cell Organelles

Most eukaryotic cells contain Three main components:

1.Cell membrane.

2. Nucleus

3.Cytoplasm

A. Cytosol

B. Cell Organelles 
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Cell wall
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Ribosomes
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Function: Takes RNA and 
makes ribosomes

Structure: Dense region inside 
the nucleus

-An organelle in the nucleus

-A region that produces 
ribosomes  
which make proteins

Nucleolus

Nuclear  Envelope

-Adouble membrane that surrouds the 
nucleus 
- Has large pores so materials can pass 
back & forth between the nucleus & the rest 
of the cell.





- Suspends the organelles.

/Cytos
ol



Structure: A network of thin , fibrous elements 
made up of microtubules(hollow tubes) & 
microfilaments (threads made out of actin) & 
intermediate filaments.)

Function: Act as  a support  system for organelle.



Ribosomes

Although not bound by a membrane, they are considered 

organelles.

Structure: Tiny organelles made of proteins & RNA. Found 

on Rough ER

Function: Links together amino acids to make proteins (that 

means enzymes too!)





Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum 
(RER)Structure:Thin folded membranes that are connected together. HAS

ribosomes
Function: Transport, "intracellular highway“. Site of protein synthesis; 
makes more ER.

.

Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum 
(SER)Structure: Thin folded membranes that are connected together. No
ribosomes
Function: Transport, "intracellular highway“. Also makes lipids; breaks 
down toxins such as drugs/alcohol





- Cellular respiration



Mitochondria

Structure: Bean shaped; 2 membranes; has own DNA & 

ribosomes.

Function: Supplies energy to the cell:site of cellular respiration; 

‘powerhouse’ of cell



Structure: Contains enzymes; membrane 

bound

Function: Breaks down food, waste & 

damaged cell parts all within the cell.



Peroxisome

Structure: Contains enzymes; membrane bound

Function: Protects cell from toxins, especially H2O2.



Flagella, Cilia & Microvilli

Structure:hair- like organelles that extend from the surface of cells.

- when they are present in large numbers on a cell, 

Plural))they are called cilia

(single:cilium):Tiny hair-like projections on cell exterior used for 
movement and gathering food.

-when they are occuring only one per cell, they are called 
flagella(Pl.) (single:flagellum)

Microvilli(single :Microvillus) : speialized extentions of the cell 
membrane that are supported by microfilaments.

Abundant on the surface of cells in which absorption is an  
important functions.

Function : cell motility.



Flagella, Cilia & Microvilli



Centrosome: is a specialized zone of cytoplasm close to 
the nucleus which microtubule formation occurs. It 
contains 2 – centrioles which are normally oriented  
perpendicular to each other.
Centrioles : Is small , cylindrical  organelle composed of 
9 –triplets; each triplet consist of 3- parallel microtubules 





Vesicle
Vesicles are small spheroidal packages that bud off of the RER 
and the Golgi apparatus.
They carry proteins produced by ribosomes on the RER to the 
Golgi apparatus, where they are prepared for export from the cell 

via another vesicle

Membrane-bound containers that carry substances throughout the cell



Function: Storage sacs in plant cells only .

There are 3 different type of plastids:

1-Leucoplast – stores starch in roots & stems 

2-Chromoplast – stores the orange/yellow pigment

3.Chloroplast- stores the green pigment/ site of photosynthesis







1972- S.J. Singer and G. Nicolson propose membrane is a “mosaic” of proteins and phospholipids that are constantly moving and changing





Functions of plasma membrane :
1. Barrier    2. slectivity 3. molecular recognition. 
4.Export of wasts & cell products. 5. Import of nutrients. 
6. Change in response to its environment. 







Classes of membrane proteins





Membrane Carbohydrates 
-Attached to proteins (glycoproteins) or lipids (glycolipids)

-Play a key role in cell-cell recognition ability of a cell to distinguish 
neighboring cells from another important in organ &tissue 
development basis for rejection of foreign cells by immune 
system.



Cellular transport

-Osmosis (diffusion of 

water )from high to      low



Facilitated diffusion



Cellular transport
Move from HIGH to LOW
concentration with aid of membrane 
transport proteins. 
-passive transport. -no energy 
needed

.-facilitated = with helpTransport summary



PHOBIC TAILS in center determine
what can pass through



Tonicity







Active transport



Endocytosis:  movement into the cell.

* Phagocytosis- “Cell eating” - solid particles

* Pinocytosis- “Cell drinking” - particles dissolved in 
water.

*Exocytosis: movement out of the cell into the cell.

Transport of large amounts 



Transport of large amounts 

*Endocytosis: The taking 
in of external substances 
by an inward pouching 
of the plasma 
membrane, forming a 
vesicle.

*Exocytosis: The release 
of substances from a cell 
(secretion) when a 
vesicle joins with the cell 

The fluidity of membranes allows materials to be taken 
into cells by endocytosis or released by exocytosis



“Cell eating” “Cell drinking”

The fluidity of membranes allows materials to be taken into cells by endocytosis or 

released by exocytosis.



Endocytosis 

phagocytosis

pinocytosis

receptor-mediated 
endocytosis

“Cell eating” large 
molecules;
whole cells

“Cell drinking”
Fluids;

Small molecules

triggered by
ligand signal

Endocytosis 

http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/olcweb/cgi/pluginpop.cgi?it=swf::535::535::/sites/dl/free/0072437316/120068/bio02.swf::Endocytosis and Exocytosis
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/olcweb/cgi/pluginpop.cgi?it=swf::535::535::/sites/dl/free/0072437316/120068/bio02.swf::Endocytosis and Exocytosis


transport of large amounts


